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Abstract
The RNA-seq data aims to quantify the transcriptome of biological samples. The sequencing pipeline
provides a quantification of RNA fragments in terms of read counts. Among other applications, they enable
comparisons of genes expressions between different experimental conditions within a differential analysis or an
identification of biological patterns by means of classification tools. These data are subject to sample specific
systematic biases resumed as so-called scaling factors. Most existing methods consider them as nuisance
model parameters and estimate them together with gene specific effect within the model. In other approaches,
counts data are normalized first and the downstream analysis is conducted on the normalized measures next.

Despite methodological advances, the optimal approach to normalize RNA-seq data has not reached a consensus
to date (Abrams et al. 2019). Recently, we have proposed a novel statistical framework for differential
analysis in transcriptomics (Desaulle et al. 2021) supported by a strong theoretical basis.

Our concept is related to the housekeeping genes normalization. However, since the latter are not always
unknown, we propose an new iterative procedure. In each iteration, few randomly selected genes are used as
a reference in the normalization step and a differential analysis is conducted on the remaining genes. Finally,
the detection of differential expressions (DE) is obtained by combining the results from all iterations. This
intensive procedure is proven to provide good control of the statistical errors and has been implemented in
the R package DArand (Desaulle and Rozenholc 2021) and is publicly available from the Comprehensive R
Archive Network.

We compare our results with DESeq2 (Love, Huber, and Anders 2014) and edgeR (Robinson, McCarthy, and
Smyth 2010) methods widely chosen in practice. Under the common assumption that most genes are not DE,
both are able to control the false positive rates while maintaning the power (Dillies et al. 2013) however in
simulations our new method shows promising results when the number of DE increases.
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